**Recommended Preparation Resources for AP Tests:**

**Elementary Greek:**

Any introductory Greek Grammar (Mounce, Black, Croy, etc).

Knowledge of Vocabulary down to 50 word occurrences in the NT or more

**Greek Syntax and Exegesis**

*It's Still Greek to Me* by David Allen Black

Knowledge of vocabulary down to 15 word occurrences in the NT or more

Read the NT voraciously

**Elementary Hebrew**

*Introducing Biblical Hebrew* by Allen Ross (for non-Fuller test)

*Invitation to Biblical Hebrew* by Russell Fuller (for Fuller test)

**Hebrew Syntax and Exegesis**

*Introducing Biblical Hebrew* by Allen Ross (for non-Fuller test)

*Williams’ Hebrew Syntax* by Ronald Williams

*Invitation to Biblical Hebrew* by Russell Fuller (for Fuller test)

**Old Testament Introductions**

*A Survey of the Old Testament* by Andrew Hill and John Walton

*An Introduction to the Old Testament* by Tremper Longman

**New Testament Introductions**

*The Cradle, the Cross, and the Crown* by Andreas Kostenberger

*An Introduction to the New Testament* by Don Carson and Doug Moo

**Systematic Theology**

*Systematic Theology* by Wayne Grudem

**Church History**

*Good luck!*